Advice and contacts

The electronica Team will support you with professional advice about all matters that pertain to your participation in the fair.

electronica—Exhibitor hotline
Messegelände
81823 Munich
Tel.: +49 89 949-11458
Fax: +49 89 949-11459
E-mail: info@electronica.de

Sales Germany

Advises companies from Germany on the following topics:

Automotive, embedded systems, semiconductors, PCBs and other circuit carriers, EMS Electronic

Manufacturing Services, passive components, power supplies, “Innovation made in Germany” joint exhibit

Dominik Eri
Sales Manager Germany
Messegelände
81823 Munich
Tel.: +49 89 949-20556
Fax: +49 89 949-9720556
E-mail: Dominik.Eri@messe-muenchen.de

Advises companies from Germany on the following topics:

Displays, electronic design (ED/EDA), electromechanics/system periphery, services, test and measurement, micro- and nanosystems, assemblies and subsystems, wireless, “Innovation made in Germany” joint exhibit
Advises companies from Germany on the following topics:
Sensor technology, electromechanics/system periphery, relays, switches and keyboards

Exhibition Group Director

Barbara Müller
Exhibition Group Director
Messegelände
81823 Munich
E-mail: projektleitung@electronica.de

Exhibition Management

Katja Stolle
Exhibition Director
Messegelände
81823 Munich
E-mail: projektleitung@electronica.de
Your contact for matters concerning:
Halls B4, B5, C2 – C6, electronica Experience, electronica Fast Forward

Andrea Eisenschink
Senior Exhibition Manager
Messegelände
81823 Munich
Tel.: +49 89 949-20331
Fax: +49 89 949-20339
E-mail: andrea.eisenschink@messe-muenchen.de

Your contact for matters concerning:
Halls A2, B2, eMEC, forums

Susan Rau
Senior Exhibition Manager
Messegelände
81823 Munich
Tel.: +49 89 949-20364
Fax: +49 89 949-20369
E-mail: projektleitung@electronica.de

Your contact for matters concerning:
Halls A3, B3

Marina Gringel
Exhibition Manager
Messegelände
81823 Munich
Tel.: +49 89 949-20355
Fax: +49 89 949-20339
E-mail: marina.gringel@messe-muenchen.de

Your contact for matters concerning:
Halls A1, B1, C6, electronica Experience, electronica Fast Forward
Your contact for matters concerning:

Halls A6 (passive components) and B6, eAC, eEPC, “Innovation made in Germany” joint exhibit

Your contact for matters concerning:

International joint exhibits China and Taiwan, Hall A4

Your contact for matters concerning:

Domestic and international joint exhibits, A5 and A6 (power supply)
Susanne Heydenreich  
Senior Exhibition Manager  
Messegelände  
81823 Munich  
Tel.: +49 89 949-20311  
Fax: +49 89 949-20339  
E-mail: management@electronica.de

Our contacts in other countries

Subsidiaries and foreign representatives

Exhibitor Technical Services (TAS), Department 1
Messegelände  
81823 Munich  
Tel.: +49 89 949-21164  
Fax: +49 89 949-21169  
E-mail: tas1@messe-muenchen.de

Stand building

MEPLAN GmbH
Olof-Palme-Straße 1  
81829 Munich  
Tel.: +49 89 540 267 980  
Fax: +49 89 540 267 409  
E-mail: info@meplan.de

Trade Fair PR

Felix Kirschenbauer  
Trade Fair PR Manager  
Messegelände  
81823 Munich  
Tel.: +49 89 949-21472  
Fax: +49 89 949-9721472  
E-mail: felix.kirschenbauer@messe-muenchen.de

Advertising space at the fair
Beate Rader
Media Consultant
Messegelände
81823 Munich
Tel.: +49 89 949-20594
Fax: +49 89 949-9720594
E-mail: beate.rader@messe-muenchen.de

Anita Mayr
Media Consultant
Messegelände
81823 Munich
Tel.: +49 89 949-20597
Fax: +49 89 949-9720597
E-mail: anita.mayr@messe-muenchen.de

Online and catalog advertising

jl.medien e.K.
electronica Media Services
Tel. +49 89 666166-33
info@electronica-media.de

Conference and meeting rooms

Daniela Köpfer
Conference Room Coordinator
Messegelände
81823 Munich
Tel.: +49 89 949-21226
Fax: +49 89 949-9721226
E-mail: crs@messe-muenchen.de

Protocol
Gregor Kuhl  
Director of Protocol & Events  
Messegelände  
81823 Munich  
Tel.: +49 89 949-20050  
Fax: +49 89 949-20059  
E-mail: gregor.kuhl@messe-muenchen.de

Gudrun Zeller  
Protocol and Event Manager  
Messegelände  
81823 Munich  
Tel.: +49 89 949-20071  
Fax: +49 89 949-20059  
E-mail: gudrun.zeller@messe-muenchen.de

Traffic and Safety Department

Karl Gutwillinger  
Project Manager Traffic and Safety  
Messegelände  
81823 Munich  
E-mail: vs@messe-muenchen.de

Christoph Wimber  
Project Manager Traffic and Safety  
Messegelände  
81823 Munich  
E-mail: christoph.wimber@messe-muenchen.de